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Master the fundamental calculations principles and basic techniques you need to know for
successful pharmacy practice! Thoroughly reviewed by practitioners, and educators, this 15th
Edition maintains high standards for both academic and basic practice requirements, while
offering the most comprehensive and in depth coverage of pharmacy calculations available. A
consistent, step by step approach makes it easy to work through the problems and gain a
greater understanding of the underlying concepts.New co author Shelly Stockton brings her
experience in pharmacy practice and expertise in teaching pharmaceutics and pharmacy
calculations to this edition.Hundreds of new problems , including many current products and
select product labels directly linked to example problems.NEW Authors’ Extra Points provide
brief explanations of underlying subjects such as pharmacopeias, electronic prescriptions, drug
names, and the regulation of pharmacy compounding.NEW section on equianalgesic dosing for
narcotic analgesics, including dosing tables.Student friendly features like in chapter example
problems with step by step solutions; end of chapter practice problems with answers; Case in
Point features with clinical or pharmaceutical case studies; Calculations Capsules with boxed
summaries of chapter calculations; CalcQuiz sections with unsolved problems for review; and
Comprehensive Review Problems for a final self assessment.

Very straightforward & methodical in its presentation of concepts; range of info from very basic to
moderately sophisticated; good reference for students preparing for state board exams; please
update the old dispensing pictures -- when students see the 1970ish pictures, they think the text
is outdated!About the AuthorIrvin M. Borish, O.D., D.O.S., LL.D., D.Sc., is Professor Emeritus,
Indiana University School of Optometry, Bloomington.
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Kyle D, “Great Price. Exactly what I need for class at a great price!!”

Daabo, “Good but beware of errors. It's a good book. But beware of the errors in it. Especially the
unit conversion places. Also sometimes the answer is wrong in there when you actually have the
right one.”

Binyam, “My text book Arrived earlier than I expected, good for me. Arrived earlier than I
expected and able to have more time to use the book for exam.Thanks”

Sierra, “Great text. Better explanation than the professor!”

WorkingMom09, “Great, comprehensive textbook on pharmacy math. Great, comprehensive
textbook on pharmacy math! Glad to see a clinical pharmacist was added as an editor as there
are more clinical problems included.”

Ash, “Good book. Good book”

Anne Beatriz Costa, “In really good news  condition. Like new! Worth it!”

Abhijeet, “It's a very good book... It's a great book....if Canadian health authorities recommend
it....have to be good and it is.”

The book by Andrew J. Rodican has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 241 people have provided feedback.
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